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Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 28
pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.1in.A magnificent mythic monster manual! The first volume
in our new Mythic Monsters series, Mythic Monsters: Demons brings you a dozen and one demonic
terrors to torment your PCs! Twelve of your favorite demons are here, updated for the mythic rules,
and when we say updated we mean complete stat blocks, yes, but more than that every demon has
its own unique and exciting new mythic abilities, from a balors shadow and flame to a mythic
succubus dark mistress. From the insidious quasit to the lordly balor, the reeking hezrou to the
stealthy soul-devouring shadow demon, this product covers CRs from 2 to 25. There are demons
that will tear your body apart and demons that will seduce and subvert all that is good and true,
including mythic versions of the incubus and succubus. On top of a dozen demons you already
know, Mythic Monsters: Demons introduces a brand-new addition to the Abyssal arsenal, the titanic
two-headed gulgerak, a demonic war machine that will have your PCs running for their lives. As if
13 demons were not enough, Mythic Monsters: Demons...
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Stanton-- Alison Stanton

It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this ebook from my dad and i recommended
this pdf to find out.
-- Gunner Lang-- Gunner Lang
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